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BY ANDREW BER A RDI N I 

The city is like a stereogram, over which the gaze roams. As the vision converges and expands, determining new faculties, 
to bring out an unexpected reality, concealed in lines of traffic and the layers of torn billboards. The city is Los Angeles, 
where Andrew Berardini lets himself be guided by Alice Konitz and Kim Fischer. 
By an artist of the non-finished, of incessant evolution, and by one who has gathered the fragments of modern fractals and 
placed them on a yielding fabric. 

1 . Alice Kanitz, Display system #1 (Persona l 
Collection) i nstallation view at Los Angeles 
Museum of Art , 2014 . Courtesy: t he artist 

The flickering blue-white of electric light bulbs casts its radiance across open magazines and unfinished ar
ticles. The light pokes out from my window into a dark city, a sun-faded pastiche of cinematic daydreams, 
fly-by-night hucksterism, modernist yearning, and border-crossing idealism: gridded, stuccoed, and land
scaped. All of it at this hour shrouded in the hazy orange glow of crooked streetlamps, other lit windows, 
perhaps with other lookers, lanterning out into the darkness, only disappearing in the fulsome light of the 
California sun at dawn. 

Standing at the window, I stare out at the Los Angeles skyline and cross my eyes. Glass and steel 
towers like dark crystal shards double and blur into crisscrossing shapes, brightly lit billboards tear and fold, 
the line of traffic jumps with skittering lights. With a simple trick of the eyes, reality can be multiplied, bent 
and retooled, but for only a moment. Try looking out like this for a whole career. Discovering a place's lay
ers of possibility, uncovering and recovering its deep fissures and quiet triumphs, going beyond the quotidian 
surface and remaking it into some fantastical vision spare and porous, reflective and projective, stories blos
soming from its confluences. That takes a lifetime. The rwo artists here have given it that. 

These slyly humored talents have looked out on Los Angeles and seen how easily it morphs and 
folds, changes and destroys, erects failed freeways and billboards every unneeded desire with blockbuster 
abandon, both of them bringing it down to the microcosmic textures only truly felt by the sensitive. With 
their eye games, they see how easily space is made and erased, how in the incidental- from chopsticks to 
paper scraps-a deeper beauty can be revealed, stories birthed, art extracted. They vivisect this place and I 
try to find words in the folds. 

Take it out, tear it apart, piece it together however you need to, unfinishing the finished, fingering 
slick purity with a wet brush, dismantling desire by simply ripping it up, making all those perfect machined 
objects littering oppressive landscapes more human with handy constructions and precise paintings, woven 
in poetry and oneiric movies. Here they claim space, pretend one thing is something else, remove a thing 
from where it belongs and put it somewhere else. They perform, as Max Ernst said about collage, "a noble 
conquest of the irrational, the coupling of two realities, irreconcilable in appearance, upon a plane which ap
parently does not suit them." The plane here is LA. The rwo realities are what this place dreams of itself and 
the sticky material of reali ty. O nly an artist can nobly, irrationally, gracefully bring them truly together. 

While wholly separate and autonomous, these rwo artists find different ways to dismantle a place 
and pry open the otherwise closed. 

2. Kim Fis her, "Dirty Kitchen" installation 
view at The Modern Ins t i tute, Glasgow, 
2014. Courtesy: t he artist and The Modern 
Institut e/Toby Webster Ltd , Glasgow. Photo : 
Ruth Clark 



KIM FISHER 
A precise being of ethereal birth. Shape bedded color on brown linen sheets and out popped these paintings, 
a litter that keeps growing with each new coupling. Here in this city where every loose thing has landed, of 
fissures and edges, these paintings breathe in the breaks. A civilization sunsets over freeways and past soft, 
sandy beaches, straight into the hard pure color of the sea, the sharp horizon line of an epic ocean frontier
ing a city, a country, a continent (between ocean and sky another seam to maybe rip and inhabit?). Bright 
sunlight saturates this whole mess with the hardest of awareness. Looking directly into the source of all this 
shine is hard on the eyes. Best to let it soak you, to let all the bits and parts grow plump with light and expand 
out into the dream-space. Let it brown and bleach and spread, the landscape infusing every part. 

Kim Fisher began with hard colors and sharp angles on loose canvases dripping off their frames, 
marred just so by an errant logo. Back in late-1940s Paris, Ellsworth Kelly began with collages from ads, 
too. Plucking their pure bright tones and shapely lines into perfect swooshes of bent color. All of Kelly's 
brightest American joys, so exhilarating at a glance, can easily oppress with a stare. That perfect blue of sky 
disappears without the soft marring of its hue by a billowing cloud, that sizable ocean below incomprehen
sible without the proportional scaling of a ship poking from its undulating surface. (We should not forget 
how in Moby Dick, when Ishmael tells the recruiters of the Pequod that he wants to be a whaler to see the 
world, Captain Pelag points out the window and asks Ishmael what he sees. The sight was "exceedingly 
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9. Kim Fis her, "Angus" insta llation view 
at China Art Objects, Los Angeles, 2013. 
Courtesy: t he artist and China Ar t Obj ects, 
Los Angeles. Photo: Robert Wedemeyer 

10 . Kim Fisher , "Made in L.A. 2014" 
ins tal lation view at Hamme r Museum , Lo s 
Ange l es, 2014 . Court esy : the artist; China 
Art Objects, Los Angeles; The Modern 
Institute/Toby Webster Ltd, Glasgow . 
Photo: Brian Forres t 

11 . Kim Fis her, Aluminum #10 (Vert ical 
Tear), 2014 . Courtesy :the artist and 
The Modern I ns titute/Toby Webs ter Ltd, 
Glasgow . Photo: Ruth Cl ark 
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monotonous and forbidding; not the slightest variety that I could see," and Ishmael says: "Nothing but 
water. " To which Pelag replies, "Can't ye see the world where you stand?") 

Fisher angled next into the rigorous methodology of capruring glittering light from the hard 
surfaces of crystals, the purest confluence of shape and color. The hardest of lines, the most flawless of 
hues, still with careful planar schemes she smashed their fractals and lovingly fingered the rumbled shards 
on unbleached sheets, an unconscionable disarray to the most rigid of Modernist ideologues. Somewhere 
Greenberg is weeping, somewhere Reinhardt harrumphs. Let them ... there is nothing like loose fabric to 

swaddle a tight form. We prefer our Modernism adulterated. 
Lately though, that early logo, the unquenchable desire of possession 

found in fashion quietly rerurns in a scatter of torn paper. Unalloyed col
lages get carefully, methodically reproduced, with slavish precision. T he 
image blurs in the pixelation of the closest of close-ups. The desired thing, 
seen so clearly, disappears into an illusion of shape and color. 

" It 's supposed to have this visual fuzziness- this kind of blurriness that is a 
visual phenomenon when you're driving around in Los Angeles. I like the 
idea of looking at a crystal clear image far away and as you get closer, it 
becomes like a fog." 
- Kim Fisher 

Somewhere in her srudio it begins with a scrap of paper. After weeks of 
careful preparation and wristbreaking exactirude, these shreds of errant 
desire, advertisements of what we don't need, which we pay to lust for in 
scattered magazines, elude us further. Fisher hones in and scales up, making 
paintings as sharp as photographs and as large as billboards. 
I relish the fact that they're scrapped, refusing their true, unbroken inten
tion expertly deployed from the top-down. Somewhere in a glittering cos
mopolis admen and fashion editors in towering crystal skyscrapers (maybe 
those LA ones I squinted at earlier), in images scientifically composed and 
artfu lly realized, tell us what we should want. That bloodless industrial (or 
post-industrial, whatever) approach feels so far from real desire: the hot, 
messy lust of physical hunger, the raunchy sensuality of sweaty sex that 
"sexy" or "chic" whets but never wets. 
Employing Sol Lewitt's dictate from Sentences on Conceptual Art, "Irrational 
thoughts should be followed absolutely and logically," Fisher takes all that 
sexless teasing to its li teral end. By following that first illogical, adverto
rial provocation from the pages of a magazine to its logical conclusion, 
the passive consumerism of ads becomes a fully engaged procreation. She 
reveals the impossible consummation of picrures and then consummates it 
with paint, the false tease wetly birthing a real painting. 
How absolute and literal is her pursuit of that initial, irrational desire? She 
lets these scraps from covetous magazines soak sometimes in the California 
sun, to find in that wishful light another kind of physical consummation and 
thus to embody a landscape. W hile crystals refract but cannot contain light, 
these fragments of paper can absorb and reveal its heavy effects. (After 
converting energy to mass via Einstein, the sun drops about 28 pounds of 
light per earth-second; on some days, Southern California feels like it's 
getting a decent helping of that). 

The California sun beats down on Los Angeles, a city crafted purely on desire and will, misplaced dreams 
and escapist fantasies. It is a sun that reveals and also erases. In its newest folds, this fluxing city easily for
gets the aspirations it carried in the past. T he hard awareness oflight blinds in glare and fades with exposure, 
the crystal-clear image from far away disappearing in smog. 

12. Kim Fisher , Magazine Painting (Faded 
Cor a l Pink ), 2014 . Cour tesy : t he artist 
and The Modern Institu te/Toby Webster Ltd , 
Gl asgow. Photo: Ru t h Cl ark 

13. Ki m Fisher , Magazine Painting (Bright 
Green Fadel, 2014. Cour tesy : t he artist 
and The Modern Institute/Toby Webster Ltd , 
Glasgow . Photo: Ruth Cl ark 

14. Kim Fishe r , Magazine Painting (Agave ), 
2014. Cour tesy : China Art Objects , 
Los Angel es 

15. Kim Fisher , "Angus" i ns t a llation view at 
Chi na Ar t Objects, Los Angel es, 2013. 
Courtesy : the artist and China Art Objects , 
Los Ange l es. Photo: Rober t Wedemeyer 
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